
Terms & Conditons
The Terms and Conditons of the SNAP Aucton difer from those of our aucton host, Waddington’s
(onlineauctons.waddingtons.ca  ).

For the SNAP Aucton (in support of ACT), a buyer’s premium of 10% will be added to your invoice.
No HST or other sales tax is applicable. ACT will invoice the buyer using the email with which they
register at Waddington’s. ACT will add a fat rate shipping cost of $20 to your invoice. Bidders are
legally responsible for all bids that they have placed and all sales are fnal. Please review the full
Terms & Conditons.

Terms of Bidding
Bidders must register to bid at onlineauctons.waddingtons.ca   in order to partcipate in the aucton.
The bidder’s email address will be registered with Waddington’s at onlineauctons.waddingtons.ca          
and will be shared with ACT for administratve purposes. The email will be used for SNAP aucton
communicatons only.

All sales are fnal. No purchase can be returned, refunded or exchanged. Bidders are legally
responsible for all bids that they have placed, even if a bid has been placed in error.

A buyer’s premium of 10% of the successful bid price of each lot is paid by the buyer as part of the
total purchase price. No HST/sales tax is applicable.

Successful bidders must pay for their purchases by Visa, American Express or Mastercard within 48
hours of receiving their invoice by calling Jordan Tan, the Donor Relatons and Database Coordinator
at ACT at (416) 340-8484, ext. 279.

Bidders will be notfed by email when they are outbid and will also receive an alert if they are on the
bidding site at the tme they are outbid. The Buyer will also be notfed of their purchase by email
afer the close of the aucton (this will take more tme to process). In the case of identcal bids, the
earliest received will take precedence. ACT and Waddington’s are not responsible for technical errors
or failures to execute bids.

The Buyer will be the highest bidder for the lot and the Buyer immediately assumes full risk and
responsibility for the lot. When you register to bid you are agreeing to these rules.

Bid increments difer depending on the opening bid of each lot and the corresponding bidding range,
as per the following chart.

$1 to $249 Bidding increases in $10 increments

$250 to $499 Bidding increases in $25 increments

$500 to $999 Bidding increases in $50 increments

$1,000 to $1,999 Bidding increases in $100 increments

$2,000 to $4,999 Bidding increases in $250 increments

$5,000 to $9,999 Bidding increases in $500 increments
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$10,000 to $19,999 Bidding increases in $1,000 increments

All preview catalogue descriptons at aucton.SNAP.com   are subject to any variaton found in the
online aucton listng at onlineauctons.waddingtons.ca   when the aucton opens on Saturday, October
3, 2020 at 9 am ET. ACT reserves the right to withdraw any work of art at any tme before the actual
sale begins.

ALL PRICES IN CANADIAN FUNDS

Conditons of Sale
By bidding at aucton, bidders are bound by the Conditons of Sale and Terms of Bidding, as amended
by any announcements, lot descriptons or posted notces, which together form the contract of sale
between the successful bidder (buyer), and ACT (auctoneer).

SNAP reserves the right to withdraw any work of art at any tme before the actual sale. ACT makes no 
warrantes or representaton of any kind or nature with respect to any work of art including, but not 
limited to, any representaton or warranty of descripton, genuineness, atributon, provenance, or 
physical conditon, nor as to the right of reproducton, if any. Sizes are approximate. Bidders and 
purchasers may not rely upon any statement of ACT, oral or otherwise, other than as set forth in these 
conditons of sale. 

Shipping & Delivery
The Buyer will be charged a fat rate of $20 for shipping. ACT will undertake packing and shipping of
Lots 1-3. All remaining lots will be shipped directly to the Buyer by our Silent Aucton Collecton
Sponsor, Blacks. ACT will not be held responsible for the delivery service or have any liability for
coordinatng such. Rush shipping and added insurance is at the Buyer’s discreton and expense. Due to
the Ontario Government's guidelines concerning Covid-19, the Buyer may experience delays in the
shipping or delivery of their purchases.
 
If you have further questons please contact Mat O’Donnell, Special Events Coordinator for ACT, at
modonnell@actoronto.org  .
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